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Abstract

The past decade saw remarkable growth in the production of user-generated text data due to ever-increasing

usage of social media. During the same time Twitter has become an indispensable communication tool for

politicians. To explore this link, we examine what usage patterns reveal about users’ opinions on the issue

of Brexit, these usage patterns consisting of tweet frequency and length, as well as the terms used and their

length. We analyse 185,970 tweets from 576 twitter accounts, each account associated with a Member of the

British Parliament (MP). We use regression analysis and sentiment analysis, namely Term Frequency Inverse

Document Frequency (TF-IDF), to investigate if there is a relationship between the features of text data and the

characteristics of Twitter users. Whereas these methods have previously been applied to American two-party

politics, the multiple parties of the British political landscape have led to previous studies using typological

analysis (human classifiers) to identify tweets. We present a methodology that assigns a political value based

on an MP’s voting record on a single issue (Brexit). We identify systematic yet subtle differences in the way

the two sides of the debate use language, but also specific usage patterns that are common to both.

Keywords: Brexit Quotient (BQ), Lexical Analysis, Unigram, Bigram, TF-IDF, Members of Parliament

(MPs).

1. Introduction

In June 2016 the United Kingdom entered unprecedented political territory following the results of the

European Union Membership Referendum[1]. After a divisive campaign, 52% of the electorate voted in favour

to Leave, beginning the UK’s process of withdrawal from the EU. The debate that was present during the

referendum campaign continued in the years that followed, resulting in the redrawing of long-held political lines.5

Following the resignation of then Prime Minister David Cameron the ruling Conservative party officially adopted

a stance of Leave and the the House of Commons, the UK’s Parliament, became divided along Leave/Remain

lines.

However, this division was not as simple as the two dominant parties, Conservative and Labour, adopting

opposing stances. Individual MPs’ stances reflected their personal and constituents’ beliefs, not necessarily their10

party’s. This led to the formation of new parties, mass-defections, two General Elections, and the resignation

of Prime Minister Theresa May. The personal stances on Brexit of individual MPs, as reflected by their voting

record, and the language they used on Twitter during this time, is the focus of this paper.

Twitter is a politically transformative communication technology with the potential to radically alter democ-

racies [2] and potentially predict the outcome of elections. Existing research typically compares a range of15
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methods to identify which have been the most appropriate, in retrospect, for predicting the outcomes of the

Brexit referendum. For example, Celli et al. in [3] found that opinion mining based on (dis)agreement clas-

sification of posts on social media outperforms other classification techniques, even outperforming traditional

pollster agencies. Most recently, Georgiadou et al. in [4] demonstrated how sentiment analysis of tweets can be

used as a “real-time barometer” of public opinion to guide decision-makers and ensure that negotiations remain20

consistent with collective preferences. In this paper, we focus less on Twitter as a medium for predicting public

sentiment, and more as a medium of communication used by Members of the British Parliament (hereafter

MPs).

Twitter distinguishes itself from other social media platforms by allowing non-reciprocal relations between its

users (i.e. one user can be followed and not follow in return). This is especially useful for politicians as it allows25

them to connect directly with their constituents “shortcutting” the restricted access offered by traditional media

[5]. The second feature of Twitter that distinguishes itself from other platforms is the 240-character restriction

that limits the size of tweets [6]. This makes Twitter apt for lexical analysis, as the textual data it provides

in the form of tweets is homogeneous in length and complexity, and when composing tweets authors must be

deliberate in word choice.30

Focusing on MPs’ tweets (in contrast to the average user) provides methodological and theoretical advan-

tages. Most importantly, from their voting records, we have a fairly reliable way to assess MPs’ positions on

Brexit that is independent of their tweets. This allows us to analyse the data at a much finer resolution than

is otherwise possible. Moreover, despite the diversity in their opinions, MPs share a lot in common; they share

certain responsibilities towards their constituents, many abide by traditional norms when expressing their opin-35

ion in the public sphere, and they frequently share a similar background in terms of education, socio-economic

background, etc. [7]. By focusing on MPs’ tweets, we narrow down the variables that could explain differences

in the language and the usage of social media. Finally, statements on Brexit among MPs are especially in-

teresting since opinions vary not only between the main political parties but also within those parties. With

parliamentarians discussing Brexit, two types of distinguishing patterns can be found: patterns that distinguish40

between parties and patterns that distinguish between approaches on the question of Brexit.

Confirming the results published in previous studies [8], we find that MPs use Twitter both as “prisms” and

as “pipes” [9]: they use it as “prisms” to signal their value to others, to enhance their branding and to shape

public perception of their character. They also use social media as “pipes” to inform their constituents about

practical matters and provide instructions and updates. Existing research of Twitter usage by MPs is frequently45

typological, resting pre-conceived categorization of tweets according to predetermined criteria ([8, 10, 11]). We

choose to run an exploratory lexical analysis of the tweets, without imposing pre-determined categories, to

identify patterns that are associated with MP’s position on the subject of Brexit.

For this study, we adapt a method that was developed to analyse the language used by the American media

and American politicians. These methods established links between the type of language used and the authors’50

position on the liberal-conservative axis ([12, 13]). These publications translate politicians’ affiliation with the

Democratic and the Republican parties to a position along the liberal-conservative axis. It is hard to find an

equivalent to the situation in the United Kingdom; firstly, the British system is a multi-party one; and secondly,

the positions on Brexit are not identical with party affiliation [10]. It was, therefore, necessary to develop a

scale that reflects MPs position on the subject of Brexit.55

We used Jackson and Lilleker’s informative analysis of MPs’ use of Twitter [8]. Using a list of MPs’ Twitter
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handles Jackson and Lilleker classify the 63 MPs with accounts on Twitter (at the time) based on: age, the

marginality of their seat, and their seniority. These authors associate each tweet of each MP with a codified set

of communication functions as set out by Jones at al. in [14], but they fail to find properties of MPs’ tweets

that distinguish between their views. However, Jackson and Lilleker do find that MPs use Twitter primarily60

for two forms of Impression Management: self-promotion emphasises the hard work the MP is involved in,

their qualifications, and the positions they hold, and constituency service to connect with their constituents to

address their concerns, communicating their clinic hours, where they will be, and how they can be contacted.

Although Jackson and Lilleker provided a typological analysis of MPs usage of Twitter, they did not attempt

to identify patterns that predict MPs political affiliation or views on a certain topic. Furthermore, despite their65

pioneering work on the topic [8], almost a decade has gone by and their analysis has become outdated as the

number of MPs on Twitter has increased 10-fold since it was published. They pointed out that while they

analysed 63 MPs on Twitter, less than about ten were particularly active. They emphasized that their analysis

was less of a study of a large community and more a “virtual smoking room” where few MPs on Twitter tease

each other and gossip. It is thus useful to compare theirs with the work of Aharony [10], who studied the tweets70

of three leaders and active users of Twitter: Barack Obama, Benjamin Netanyahu, and David Cameron.

In [10], Aharony focused on a descriptive analysis of the frequency of each leader’s tweets posted between

August and October 2010 and then classified each tweet into one of four categories: Daily chatter, Conversations,

Sharing information, Reporting news. As David Cameron was a British MP in addition to his role as Prime

Minister, Aharony’s analysis of Cameron’s tweets is pertinent to this study. The author noticed that David75

Cameron tweeted least of all the three world leaders. While using Twitter more sparingly, he was far more

focused on his tweets; as 93.82% of his tweets shared information about his activities and work. David Cameron

used Twitter as a tool for transparency and outreach, providing the public with information about interviews,

speeches, and questions. Aharony’s study is consistent with [8]; David Cameron’s primary use of Twitter was

to communicate to the electorate about his work. While it is interesting to see the same principles apply to80

UK’s MPs and a UK Prime minister (and MP himself), like [8], the study reported in [10] does not concern

itself with the level of textual analysis that constitutes the present study’s objective, nor does it sample a wide

variety of users.

Building on the research outlined above, Graham et al. [11] found that the 2010 British general election

represented a tipping point in the adoption of social media in general and Twitter in particular. By studying85

candidates’ Twittering behaviour throughout the 2010 election, a taxonomy of the types, interactions, functions,

and topics of candidates’ tweets was produced. The authors found that Liberal Democrats accounted for 48%

of all tweets, Labour accounted for 32% of tweets, while Conservatives accounted for the remaining 20%.

Consistent with results published in [10, 8], Graham et al. found that the majority of candidates’ tweets

convey information, with 61% of tweets being updated on the campaign trail. They found less than 10% of90

tweets directed at journalists or other politicians, while the majority of tweets were directed at the public.

While widening the scope of their research to include a wider range of political actors, their study used different

methods to achieve different goals than those pursued in the present study. Furthermore, like most other studies

of MP’s tweets, their methodological approach is a top-down typological one, limiting their study’s sensitivity

to the textual features of the tweets.95

Hence, the contributions to the field of the present paper are threefold: (1) whereas previous studies of

British MPs tweets have looked at one or several MPs over a period of a month, this paper looks at a much
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wider range of data (185,970 tweets, over 12 months, from 582 MPs); (2) this paper uses a sentiment analysis

based computational method rather than previously used typological methods involving human classifiers; and

(3) we adapt previous computational methods exclusively developed and used for a two-party political system100

to more than two-party political systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the existing research that analyse

political bias in documents, evaluates previous approaches and the use of sentiment analysis of American political

documents. Section 3 describes the two sources of data used in this research (tweets and MPs voting records),

including the licences of the data, preprocessing steps, and how the data was merged. Section 4 presents the105

methodology employed to analyse the data; the steps taken to analyses the data using TF-IDF and Regression

are discussed. Section 5 reports the results from the aforementioned estimation strategies. Where appropriate,

links between our results and other academic works have been discussed. Section 6 concludes the paper with

an exposition of the implications of our research findings, and highlights avenues for further research.

2. State of the Art110

In this section, the review of relevant literature is used to motivate the approach to develop a measure that

we call the Brexit Quotient (BQ hereafter), an instrument that positions MPs on a spectrum with regards to

their stand on the question of Brexit. The BQ is an adaptation of the Liberal Quotient “ADA Score” metric

developed by Groseclose and Milyo, in their influential study of American’s for Democratic Action’s [13], to

position a congressperson’s political views on a spectrum ranging from “liberal” to “conservative” based on115

their voting habits. Gentzkow et al. [15] regard the study by Groseclose and Milyo as the first application of

its kind to use data-driven textual analysis to a political problem.

In developing the Liberal Quotient “ADA Score”[13], Groseclose and Milyo compared the content of news

stories and text generated by political think tanks to the written record of speeches in the American Congress,

also known as the Congressional Hansard. They used the citation of think tanks, a feature found in political120

speeches and news reports, to measure the political stance of the media. This allowed them to extend the ADA

score from voting political actors to non-voting ones. From this extension, they built a synthetic ADA score

for 20 media outlets and think tanks. While the ADA score is considered “pioneering” [15], its application has

generated several surprising anomalies. For example, while the RAND Corporation claims it is positioned in

the political centre, it is associated with a “fairly liberal average score”. The authors explained this apparent125

contradiction by noting that the more conservative researchers of the RAND Corporation tend to work on

classified military studies, which are not publicly available. Assuming that conservative content is under-

represented in the available corpus, it should come as no surprise that the representation is biased towards the

liberal side of the spectrum. Although the results seemed to indicate a liberal bias in the media outlets they

studied, it is unclear whether this result can be generalised to other media outlets in America.130

Building on the work of Groseclose and Milyo [13], Gentzkow and Shapiro [12] identified significant “terms”

within politicians’ speeches and newspaper reports. By looking at partisan language in the form of politically

charged phrases, the authors produced what they call “the first large-scale empirical evidence on the determi-

nants of political slant in the news” and developed a measure applicable to 70% of the newspapers in the United

States [12]. They follow the study [13] by searching the Congressional Hansard for terms used in politicians’135

speeches and used the speaker’s political affiliation to determine the political bias of that term. Terms take the
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form of one to three word-phrases, permitting phrases such as “death tax” or “war on terror”.

Gentzkow and Shapiro used the voting share of each congressperson’s constituency in the 2004 presidential

election as an indicator for the congressperson’s ideology [12]. They justify this choice by arguing that politicians

(and the media) have an incentive to use biased language in their communications, to cater to consumers that140

prefer voting for politicians (and consuming media) with similar political opinions as themselves. Politicians

are explicitly instructed to avoid certain phrases and encouraged to use others to attract voters and shape

the language of the public debate1. The authors demonstrate that voting share can be used as a predictor

of congressional ideology based on both the robustness of their results and its correlation with two other

independent measures of ideology. However, they note that their results are not necessarily generalisable to145

different legal or institutional environments. While in our method we build upon Gentzkow and Shapiro’s use

of terms instead of citations, we cannot assume that the voting share of constituencies reflects political ideology

in British politics.

Expanding this work even further and extending it to the European political system, Chinoy created a

political spectrum that positioned American and European parties in relation to one another [17]. American150

politics were shown to have a much wider divide than European parties with respect to partisan issues. While

analysis of text for terms (as opposed to think-tank citations) is a suitable methodology for looking at tweets,

it would be risky to take a methodology that works on polarised parties and apply it to a single cross-party

issue such as Brexit. Furthermore, to use the constituent voting share as a metric for Brexit ideology presumes

that political affiliation maps onto an MP’s stance towards Brexit. Ashcroft’s opinion polling found evidence155

that suggests the opposite is true [18]; on the issue of Brexit and the character of Donald Trump, polling groups

were more closely aligned by their voting position in the 2016 referendum than the 2017 general election.

Building on the work of Groseclose and Milyo [13], Latham conducted a study into political bias within the

British media focusing on assessing the bias of the BBC’s online reporting [19]. The author avoided the issue of

defining the British political spectrum by constructing a methodology that does not include citations by MPs,160

and instead assessed the BBC’s think tank citations in articles and contrasted them with citations of think

tanks in the Guardian and the Telegraph newspapers. The author found that the BBC correlates more closely

with the Guardian than the Telegraph in terms of think tank citations, concluding that there was evidence of

left-leaning bias in the BBC online reporting. However, the author’s methodology has been subject to criticism.

In [20], it is argued that The Telegraph and The Guardian differ in more ways than just the political dimension.165

For example, The Guardian publishes articles that cover public services whereas The Telegraph does not. This

means that they may cite different think tanks for reasons other than a differing political stance. Furthermore,

as Whitby points out in [21], assuming The Guardian and The Telegraph are extreme ends of the political

spectrum is to assume “the kind of knowledge (about The Guardian and Telegraph) that we are trying to find

out (about the BBC)”.170

Outside of political applications, sentiment analysis techniques have been further refined to develop an

understanding of the emotional layer of human-to-human communication in a field of “Affective Computing”[22,

1“Never say privatization/private accounts. Instead, say personalization/personal accounts. Two-thirds of America want to

personalize Social Security while only one-third would privatize it. Why? Personalizing Social Security suggests ownership and

control over your retirement savings while privatizing it suggests a profit motive and winners and losers” - ([16], cited in [12, p.

14]).
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23]. By combining knowledge based approaches with statistical methods, this Hybrid Approach diminishes the

shortcomings of individual methodologies and emulates a human deep understanding of text [24]. This hybrid

approach was utilised by Kumar et al. in their 2021 study on to social media [25]. Here the authors use175

a hybrid model (a multichannel convolutional bidirectional gated recurrent unit; or MCBiGRU) to identify

toxicity in Wikipedia talk pages. The authors find their hybrid model outperforms existing models, reporting

better training and testing accuracy than n-gram analysis.

We have explored how existing research into the nature of MPs’ tweets are typological in nature (i.e. con-

cerned with the purpose of a tweet). Existing literature covers a narrow window of time for tweet analysis (no180

more than 2-3 months) due to the limitation of the typological method’s use of human classifiers. Gentzkow

and Shapiro have used computational methods to analyse texts within the sphere of American politics. Even

though analyses of American politics focus on a single political axis (typically Republican/Democrat or Con-

servative/Liberal) and the UK has a multiparty political system, by assessing each MPs’ stance on a single

political issue (in this case; support for remaining in the EU), MPs can be compared along a single political185

axis. Hence, we utilise the same strategy in [12] to score terms within MPs’ tweets in relation to leaving the

EU, i.e. to develop the BQ measure.

3. Data Description

The data sample was obtained from two databases: the MP’s voting records of the UK Hansard [26] and

Twitter. The data was collected on the 8th of June, 2019. Hence, all the results reflect the composition of the190

House of Commons on that date. To ensure an internal consistency, all references within this report to the

composition of the House of Commons reflect its political state as it was on the date of the collection of data.

This section is organized as follows:

• We explain the data sources used to obtain the data in Sections 3.1 and 3.2

• We present how we merge the voting record with each of the MP’s tweets as well as the data mining195

process in Section 3.3.

3.1. Twitter

Tweets are not protected by copyright law due to the factual nature of tweets’ content, the small size of

tweets, and the public nature of the Twitter platform [27]. In addition, the use of Twitter by politicians as a

public platform for communication shows that their statements are within the public domain [28, 29].200

There are two ways extracting twitter data: web scraping (i.e. Web Data Extraction, Screen Scraping, Web

Harvesting) and the Twitter API. Twitter API accesses data faster and has more visible attributes (e.g. location,

language, id) to users compared with scraper and it can directly obtain the data from Twitter. The API can

only access 7 days of publicly available tweet. Web Scraping extracts the desired data using an automated tool

and allows the extracted data to be saved directly to a database or spreadsheet [30]. Since this research aims to205

analyze a relatively few numbers of users over a long length of time, and web Scraping can access any publicly

available tweet without time limit, in this case, web scraping provides a better solution.
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Scraping Tweets and Identifying Twitter Accounts. Of the 650 MPs actively sitting in the House of Commons,

585 MPs have Twitter accounts [31]. The names, parties, Twitter handles2, and constituencies were collated

from a list of MPs on Twitter [31]. A page was created using each MP’s Twitter handle to present the tweets210

published (i.e. without retweets) between the 8 June 2017 (the start of the current parliament) and 8 June 2019.

Twitter lacks the discrete pagination of a typical web page and is an ‘infinite’ scrolling feed. The Octoparse

scraping tool looks at each page on the list and scrolls down 20 times over 20 seconds. From each tweet Octoparse

then copies data (See Figure 1). This obtains up to 420 of the most recent tweets per MP’s twitter page (this

is the number of tweets loaded within 20 seconds). 4.8% of MPs tweeted 420 or more tweets. While possible to215

increase the scraping time to capture more tweets from these users, each second added onto the scraping time

per MP dramatically increases overall data collection time. For this reason, and to prevent a small percentage

of prolific MPs dominating the data, for these MPs only their most recent tweets are included in the data. If an

MP has a private Twitter account or never tweeted then 0 tweets will be recorded. The data includes 185,970

records, which were saved into Excel workbook files containing each tweet author’s name, time of publication,220

text, and handle. These data only contain tweets that have been authored by the MPs in question (i.e. the

data does not contain “retweets” of other users’ tweets). “Replies” to other users are included in the data, but

these replies are treated the same as other tweets authored by the MPs3.

 

Figure 1: Octoparse Extracts Tweets

2A Twitter handle is a unique moniker that identifies an individual’s Twitter account [32].
3While it is possible to filter out these replies at the stage of data collection, the separate analysis of replies is beyond the scope

of this research. However, this would be worthy of further investigation.
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Twitter Data Cleaning. We append the multiple workbooks into a single spreadsheet in preparation for upload

to Apache Spark. We created a synthetic key by generating a linear sequence of an increasing interval number.225

We used a conditional logic formula to transform all different types of dates recorded on Twitter to the format

Day/Month/Year. We omitted the Line Feed or Carriage Return characters to avoid indexing errors using

Apache Spark.

3.2. Voting Record

The Hansard, the written publication of all debates and votes within the House of Commons, is available230

online [33]. The Hansard is published by the UK Parliament using the “Open Parliament License”, a license

that permits copying, adaptation, and exploitation, as long as the source is acknowledged. The Hansard is

accessible via The Public Whip [26], a website that collates the data so that users can search voting records for

an MP’s political stance on specific policies. Like the Hansard, they allow their data to be used freely, as long

as the source is acknowledged [34].235

Creating Brexit Quotient. From The Public Whip, the 2017 Parliament’s Voting Record was downloaded. On

The Public Whip a “policy” is a group of votes that collectively represent a single political stance [35]. Within

the 2017 Parliament The Public Whip selected4 11 votes for Policy #6761: “For the UK to Remain a Member

of the EU” [36]. A policy score is determined by The Public Whip and represents an MP’s voting history on

a policy (i.e. this score represents the MP stance towards a particular issue). Votes are described as “less240

important” or “most important” and whether an MP was absent, voted for, or voted against most important

and less important votes determines how many points they receive. Each MP’s policy score a ratio between the

number of points they received and the maximum number of points they could have received5.

Our Brexit Quotient is based upon this scoring system, but limits the votes selected to only the 11 votes on

Remaining in the EU that took place in the 2017 Parliament during our data collection period (see Section 3).245

Finally, to make the result more easily understood a transformation was applied. This changes the MP’s score

from a number between 0 and 1 to a number between -1 and 1. In the Brexit Quotient -1 represents a position

strongly against the UK remaining in the EU, 1 represents strongly in favour of the UK remaining in the EU.

Based on the above, the Policy Score (PS) of an MP’s Voting Record for Policy #6761: “For the UK to

Remain a Member of the EU” is computed as follows:250

PS(MP ) =
50Nf

m + 25Na
m + 10Nf

l + Na
l

50Nm + 10Nna
l + 2Na

l

(1)

where Nf
m is the number of most important votes to Remain that an MP voted for; Na

m, the number of most

important votes to Remain; Nf
l is the number of less important votes to Remain; Na

l is the number of less

important votes to Remain that an MP was absent; Nm is the total number of most important votes to Remain;

Nna
l is the total number of less important votes to Remain an MP was not absent from; while Na

l is the total

number of less important votes to Remain that an MP was absent.255

4”A votes inclusion into a policy is determined by a wiki that allows anyone to create new policies or update existing ones if

they believe there are out of date” - [35].
5” The MP’s votes count towards a weighted average where the most important votes get 50 points, less important votes get

10 points and less important votes for which the MP was absent get 2 points. In important votes, the MP gets awarded the full

50 points for voting the same as the policy, no points for voting against the policy, and 25 points for not voting. In less important

votes, the MP gets 10 points for voting with the policy, no points for voting against, and 1 (out of 2) if absent.” - [37].
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The Brexit Quotient (BQ) of (MP) is:

BQ(MP ) = [2 ∗ PS(MP )]− 1 (2)

3.3. Combining Brexit Quotient with Tweets

We merge the scraped Twitter data, the voting record and the list of MPs (see Figure 2). Although the list

of MPs and voting record have an identical variable (mpid), the Twitter data shares no identical variables with

the MP list. Hence, we create an index consisting of FirstName, LastName and Name to match and merge260

the MP list with Twitter data.

Figure 2: Brexit Quotient with Tweets Entity Relationship Diagram

Accounting for Missing Data. We remove the titles of the MP on Twitter and homogenise the name spelling

variations to ensure the validity and accuracy of the data sample. There are some MP’s data missing from our

sample. The two Speakers of the House and six Sinn Féin MPs do not vote and therefore have no voting record.

In addition, five MPs on Twitter either have private accounts or have never tweeted, meaning they have no265

tweets to analyse.

Preparing for Upload. We use the bar character (|) as a field delimiter to increase the compatibility of the

merged dataset with Apache Spark. We replace any instance of the bar characters within tweets (such as the

separator between the text of a tweet and a quoted hyperlink) with hyphens. Lastly, we convert the CSV file

to Apache’s native UTF-8 encoding using the Convert feature of Notepad++.270

4. Methodology

We convert the data to a data frame to allow for ad hoc querying via SQL. We explain the techniques used:

TF-IDF in Section 4.1, and Text Regression with Bag of Words in Section 4.2.

Tokenisation. We build a simple tokeniser to extract lexical features from tweets. The tokens consist of the

text field of a tweet, with a space character as a delimiter. We filter the punctuation6 and each token’s case275

was lowered to decrease the dimensionality of the data while maintaining meaning [15]. While this removes

the possibility of emoticon-analysis such as used by [38], Twitter’s use by politicians as a platform for official

statements decreases the value of this type of analysis [39]. We retain the use of numbers (commonly stripped

6Specifically: ,−&! :?“()”; = @+‘’/∗.
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by tokenisers) since in a political context numbers are not used for mere quantity but often have a special

semantic meaning (e.g. “Article 50”, “£350 million”, “52%”).280

Open-Vocabulary Approach. Schwartz et al. [38] states that text analysis typically starts with predetermined

word lists (i.e. a closed-vocabulary approach). We adopt an open-vocabulary approach by extracting the

linguistic features of a corpus to create our word lists. As a result of Twitter’s 280 character limitation,

Twitter’s users use hashtags to concisely add extra semantic meaning to their text [40]. The use of a pre-

existing dictionary would omit acronyms, proper nouns, hashtags, and neologisms while applying a data-driven285

approach allows for the analysis of these previously unknown features. By taking the 13,247 most often used

words in our corpus we create an open dictionary. In [41] and [42], dictionaries of a round number of terms

(10,000 terms and 1,000 terms respectively) are generated. Our number of 13,247 represents all terms with at

least 3 occurrences within the corpus; to use a round number (e.g. 12,000) would exclude some terms based

purely on their alphabetical position within our list.290

4.1. Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency Analysis Method

Beel et al. in [43] state that TF-IDF is used by 83% of academic digital libraries as a content filtering method.

In this method, each term in a corpus is linked to an IDF value. IDF is a logarithmically scaled fraction of the

total number of documents in a corpus divided by the number of documents that contain that term. Hence,

a term found in only a small amount of documents will have a very high IDF value while an IDF value of 0295

indicates that the term is present in all documents. This means that stop words (e.g. “the”, “and”, “a”) will

have a low IDF value. TF-IDF value for a term in a document is calculated by multiplying the frequency of

that term within the document with the IDF value of that term. A list containing terms ordered by TF-IDF

score presents terms frequently used in the document (but uncommon in the corpus) at the top of the list, and

terms common in all documents at the bottom of the list. This removes common stop words from our analysis,300

which is useful as stop words do not convey semantic information but are instead used to structure a sentence

[44].

Based on the above, the TF-IDF in a document d, in a corpus of documents D, for a term t is formulated

as:

tfidf(t, d,D) = tf(t, d) ∗ idf(t,D) (3)

Term frequency tf(t, d) is the number of times term t appears in document d. Inverse document frequency305

idf(t,D) for a term t in a corpus of documents D is:

idf(t,D) = log
N

|(d ∈ D : t ∈ d)|
(4)

where N is the total number of documents in the corpus D; and |(d ∈ D : t ∈ d)| is the number of documents

where term t appears.

A “document” represents a sample of text from a corpus. In our analysis a document represents a collection

of tweets written by MPs with similar BQ scores. While an individual tweet could be considered a document310

we found that TF-IDF would be unsuitable in this case due to the low frequency of words in a single tweet.

Similarly, a single MP would be unsuitable to be a document as some MPs tweet infrequently (or not at all)

and would have very little data, while other MPs were highly prolific and would dominate results. Thus, MPs’

tweets were aggregated into 11 bins grouped by the BQ score of the MP who authored the tweet. One bin
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represented MPs who did not have a BQ as they do not vote (i.e. Sinn Féin, speakers of the house)7 while the315

remaining 10 bins each accounted for 10% of possible BQ scores. Herein, these bins are referred to as BQ bins.

An adjusted Term Frequency was used to compensate for the uneven distribution of tweets across BQ bins. In

our results, Term Frequency is a term’s raw word count divided by the total number of terms in each BQ bin

(i.e. document).

Bigrams. A “phrase” is a conceptual unit containing multiple words. Multiple words can provide semantic320

meaning that is not conveyed by each word (c.f. “People’s”, “Vote”, “People’s Vote”). Jackson and Lilleker

[15, p. 7] shows that a combination of multiple words with length equal to n can be tokenised into an n-gram.

For instance, a bigram consists of 2-word phrases. An increase in the size of n will lead to an exponential rise

of dimensionality. Hence, due to the computational limitation most of the textual analyses considering 2-grams

or 3-grams [15, p. 8]. For instance, consider the sentence:325

“After Boris Came Defections.”

The words can be extracted from the string by determining the spaces, such as A + B, B + C, C + D. This

forms the following bigrams: “After Boris”, “Boris Came”, “Came Defections”.

4.2. Text Regression and Bag of Words Analysis Method

We perform lexical analysis using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression to predict the impact of Tweets330

on BQ. The coefficient estimates present the changes in BQ concerning the changes of terms within a tweet.

The positive and negative coefficient estimates of the terms used by MPs indicates whether the MP favours

remaining in the EU (0<BQ<1) or leaving the EU (-1<BQ<0). If the coefficient of a term is 0 then the term

neither predicts the MP favours remaining or leaving the EU; i.e. the term is unrelated to Brexit.

We first transform the text into “Bag of Words” that handles each term as a separate dimension. Consider:335

“After Boris Came Defections, After Defections Came Elections.”

If we assume that each term represents a dimension, we can show this sentence as: “2A, 1B, 2C, 1D, 1E”. Each

new term of the dictionary adds to the dimensions of the variables matrix, which leads to the creation of a

sparse matrix and can quickly exceed computational capabilities8. We used Apache Spark to parse text into a

Bag of Words, although the generated data frame exceeded the available memory. Hence, instead of one large340

matrix, we processed the data in 38 batches each containing 5,000 tweets. We created a large file9 by appending

the 38 batches using SAS Enterprise Miner. We present the software that we used at each stage of the analyses

in Figure 3.

5. Findings

The summary statistics of BQ in the House of Commons and the MPs’ use of Twitter is provided in Section345

5.1, while the results of the lexical analysis (the TF-IDF analysis for unigrams, hashtags, and bigrams) and the

regression coefficients for terms approach are presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.

7This bin only accounts for 1.6% of all MPs or 1.4 % of all the tweets.
8For example, a sample of 30-word tweets that use only the 1,000 most common English words has roughly as many dimensions

as there are atoms in the universe [15, p. 1].
9The data shape was 185970 x 13250, and approximately 19 GBs in size.
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Figure 3: Data Pipeline Diagram

5.1. Summary Statistics

Stance towards Brexit. Through the analysis of the voting record each MP was assigned a BQ score that

represents their attitude towards remaining a member of the EU (see Section 3.2). The stances of Leave MPs350

can be compared to Remain MPs by analysing all MPs’ BQ scores together. Pabst shows in [45] that the normal

political division of left-right is not applicable to Brexit, as this issue transcends party politics, while in [46] it

is argued that Brexit is a populist movement with support from both Government and Opposition. We find

Brexit is highly polarised as explained below.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of BQ and party affiliation amongst MPs10. Were leaving the EU bipartisan355

in nature we would see a normal distribution around a central consensus. However, our results show BQ

distributed to either end of the BQ scale. Favouring Remain, 40.96% of all MPs occupy the highest bin and

15% of MPs have the highest score of 1 (meaning they were present and voted for remaining in the EU at every

opportunity). On the other side of the scale, the lowest 3 bins have almost half of all MPs (47.74%). The bins

between these two concentrations represent 60% of possible BQ scores but only contain 11.3% of MPs. These360

10Here “Independents” is used to refer to The Independents, The Independent Group for Change, and any other Independent

MPs.
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results show that Brexit is highly polarising, and also MPs are evenly split between the two camps. If we define

Leave MPs as those with negative BQ scores and Remain MPs as those with positive BQs then the House of

Commons consists of 50.75% Leave MPs and 49.25% Remain MPs.

Figure 4: Distribution of MPs Based on Stance Towards Brexit

Intraparty Distribution. While Brexit is a polarising issue across different parties within the House of Commons,

normal distribution around a consensus point can be observed by analysing the distribution of BQ scores within365

each party. At the centre of the BQ scale lie the independent parties, and their distribution slopes to both

sides indicating a point of consensus from which individual MPs stances’ vary. This distribution can be seen

in Figure 6, although there is a degree of skewness. In contrast to this normal distribution around a centre,

Conservative and Labour BQ distributions slopes towards the minimum and maximum BQ value (see Figures

5, and 7). While Conservative and Labour occupy either end of the BQ scale their distributions are not exact370

mirrors; Labour MPs are concentrated around BQ = 1 while Conservative MPs occupy a wider range of BQ

values ranging from -1 to -0.2. There are not enough MPs within the other parties to meaningfully comment

on distribution.

Stance by Party. While during the referendum the issue of Brexit was divisive within each party, the party is

a strong indicator of an MP’s stance on Brexit. Leave positions are represented by the Conservatives and the375

Figure 5: BQ vs Conservative Party Figure 6: BQ vs Independent Parties Figure 7: BQ vs Labour Party
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Figure 8: Similarity of Parties BQ
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Figure 9: Mean and IQ Range of BQ by Party

Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), the middle ground is taken by the Independent parties, while Remain is

represented by all other parties (see Figures 8, and 9). These results show that Brexit does not transcend party

politics and is not a bipartisan issue [45].

MPs use of Twitter. It is vital for MPs to use communication technologies such as Twitter to reach their

voters and stakeholders [47]. However, Allington et al. [48] find most MPs do not use modern communication380

platforms, although there were some signs of adoption at the time of this 2010 study. Our results show that since

the study reported in [48] Twitter use amongst MPs has become extensive: with 582 of 650 MPs having active

Twitter accounts11, representing 88% of all MPs. Leave parties are underrepresented on Twitter compared to

other parties within the House of Commons (see Figures 10, and 11). This result could be explained by a focus on

“traditional” campaigning methods by conservative MPs [49]. There is a bimodal distribution within the word385

count of tweets (see Figure 12). These two modes could be explained by Twitter’s change in policy in September

2017 that doubled the maximum length of tweets to 280 characters. The average word count and tweet length

is displayed in Figure 13, and has been smoothed using a 4-point moving average. A collinear relationship

between the number of words and length of the tweet can be observed in Figure 13. Before September 2017 the

number of characters averages around the 140 character maximum, before rising to a higher average after the390

limit is doubled. Note that little data was collected from before the September policy change as this research

concerns itself with the 2017 Parliament which began in June of that year.

Word count by BQ. Tweet word length had an asymmetric distribution with the right skew (see Figure 14).

There are two outliers to this distribution. Firstly, there is an unusually high amount of tweets with a 26 letter

average word length; these are tweets that only contain a Twitter image URL12. Secondly, there are 29,953395

tweets that contain no words and thus have a word length of 013. Using linear regression we model the effect of

BQ on average word count. We find a statistically significant result in the form of a coefficient of 0.18, meaning

11Defined here as having a public account listed on MPsonTwitter[31] that has tweeted one or more times.
12e.g. pic.twitter.com/xhVYMQI221 - these addresses are always these same length.
13Typically just an image.
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Figure 10: MPs Not Found on Twitter Figure 11: Comparison of Political Parties, BQ, and Twitter Presence

Figure 12: Average Word Count by Tweet Figure 13: Average Word Count and Tweet Length Over Time
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Figure 14: Average Word Length by Tweet Figure 15: Distribution of Number of Tweets Posted by MPs

that Leave MPs (those with a lower BQ) write shorter tweets with fewer words (see Table 1). However, with a

variance of less than one word, this effect is negligible.

Word Length by BQ. Our regression analysis reveals a statistically significant relationship between word length400

and BQ. The resulting coefficient of -0.26 means that Leave MPs (those with a low BQ) use longer words when

writing tweets (see Table 1). However, with a variance in character length of only one character, this effect is

negligible.

Number of Tweets by BQ. Only 420 tweets per MP could be recorded by the data scraping process. As a result,

the number of tweets recorded by each MP ranged between 0 and 420 (see Figure 15). Our regression analysis405

reveals a statistically significant relationship between the number of tweets each MP tweeted and their BQ (see

Table 1). A regression coefficient of 320.49 reveals that Remain MPs (those with a high BQ) tweeted far more

often than those who favour leaving the EU. This result supports the research by Jackson and Lilleker [8] that

reveals Conservative MPs being underrepresented on Twitter compared to MPs from other parties. The distrust

of new communication technologies observed in conservative MPs in [48] could also be an explanation as to why410

we find Leave MPs tweeted less.

5.2. Results of Lexical Analysis

The results of lexical analysis are presented as the following four sets; 1) TF-IDF analysis of unigrams; 2)

TF-IDF analysis of unigrams containing “#”; 3) TF-IDF analysis of bigrams; 4) linear regression analysis of

unigrams treated as independent variables of BQ.415

Unigram TF-IDF. Using the tokeniser (see Section 4) unigrams were constructed for, each unigram representing

a single word term. The tweets from our dataset were sorted into each bin based on the author’s BQ. This

resulted in each bin containing a word list of the most common unigrams found within tweets within that bin.

From this, a TF-IDF score was created for each unigram, following the method described in Section 4.1.

Our results show that place names were frequently used in MPs’ tweets. As MPs often tweet about their420

local constituencies, specific local place-names occur often within only their tweets. As a result, many place

names have high TF-IDF values. Figure 18 (see Appendix) shows each bin’s 30 terms with the highest TF-IDF

values. These results reveal that MPs with low BQ scores are more likely to tweet about local issues. This
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Table 1: Estimation of Impact of BQ on Tweets’ Characteristics

Independent Variable (BQ) Average Word Count Word Length (Letters) Number of Tweets

Coefficient 0.18 -0.26 21.34

P Value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Intercept 23.29 9.39 320.49

indicates two different uses of Twitter as a communication tool: commenting on national issues (e.g. Brexit),

and communicating to local constituents. Although all terms were analysed, replies and hashtags still feature425

prominently within every bin.

Non-English terms appear within certain bins. Irish words appear within bin N/A, while Welsh words

appear within bin 0.6<BQ<0.8. This last BQ bin indicates that Plaid Cymru14 MPs favoured remaining in the

EU, although the words themselves are simply common Welsh stop words15 and unrelated to Brexit. The Irish

terms used by Sinn Féin16 that appear in bin “N/A” can be contrasted with the terms in the bin -0.6<BQ<-0.4,430

where tweets from DUP17 MPs are located. If nationality was the only factor that affected the use of the Irish

language we would expect to see Irish terms in both bins. As the Irish language is only observed in the bin

which contains Sinn Féin tweets, this suggests a political element to the use of language; Irish terms are being

used over English terms in order to convey a sense of Irish nationalism. We also noticed a political use of the

spelling of proper nouns: the unigram with the highest TF-IDF in the N/A bin is “féin”, which is absent from435

the 0.6<BQ<-0.4 bin, although “fein” appears in a much lower position on the list.

Hashtag Unigram TF-IDF. The same method to create unigrams was used to create hashtag unigrams, however,

terms that did not contain the character “#” were excluded. The results can be found in Figure 19 within

the Appendix. As found in unigrams, place names have the highest TF-IDF values. However, in these results,

there is a more evident distinction between low BQ and high BQ bins. Place names feature more prominently440

in low BQ bins for hashtag than all unigrams. Hashtags are used on Twitter to group tweets by topic so it

is unsurprising to see more political issues represented in our hashtag results than all unigrams. However, it

is interesting to note that the hashtag used to tag a tweet differs based on the political stance of the author

(cf. #stopbrexit and #backthebrexitdeal). Bruns and Burgess [50] found that Twitter users use hashtags in

online political debates to target a specific audience. This increases the chance that readers of the tweet will445

share the political stance of the author. The hashtag “#brexit” is very unusual as it has a high TF-IDF score

in many bins in which it appears. By design, a common term that appears in many documents (in this case,

bins) should have a low TF-IDF score. As it appears in many bins, #brexit does have a very low IDF value

of 0.0871 (see Figure 16 for a comparison of IDF values). However, due to its massive term frequency, and the

fact that TF-IDF is calculated by multiplying term frequency by IDF value, #brexit nevertheless has a high450

TF-IDF value in many bins. In fact, #brexit is by far the most tweeted hashtag, and has a total term frequency

3 times that of the next most common hashtag (see Figure 17).

14The Welsh Nationalist party.
15y, yn, ar; meaning: the, in, on.
16An Irish Republican party.
17An Irish Unionist party.
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Figure 16: IDF Distribution

Figure 17: Top Hashtags

by Frequency

Bigram TF-IDF. As most place names are unigrams, it was not expected they would also be common in bigram

tables. They are still common, but take the form of “in [place name]”. This is because MPs will often tweet

“I will be in [place] today” (see Figure 20). Other common bigrams are conjunctions of common unigrams and455

stop words (eg. “the eu”, ‘this tory”, “a #peoplesvote” ).

There is a difference in how political parties are referred to within the highest BQ bin. Bigrams that refer

to the Labour party include: “next labour”, “labour will”, “only labour”. In contrast, bigrams that refer to the

Conservative party include: “tory cuts”, “tories have”, “tories are”. Only this bin contains references to party

politics. This indicates that Remain MPs used Twitter as a political platform, while Leave MPs used Twitter as460

a tool for constituency service. This result contrasts with research reported in [8] regarding the MPs primarily

use of Twitter as a tool for impression management. This difference could be explained by a difference in the

use of Twitter by Remain and Leave MPs, or a change in how Twitter is used by MPs since the 2011 study

reported in [8].

The term “brexit” appears in high BQ bins only in the bigram “to #stopbrexit”, while it appears in465

low BQ bins only in the bigram “deliver brexit”. It is worth noting that while #brexit is the most frequent

appearing hashtag, it is less prevalent in bigrams. When #brexit does appear in bigrams it is only in conjunction

with words that communicate the authors’ political stance on the issue. This observation echos research into

political bigrams and trigrams reported in [12] regarding the use of different phrases by different politicians to

communicate the same idea (e.g. “estates tax” and “death tax”).470
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Table 2: Estimation of impact of all terms on BQ (Strongest Positive and Negative Coefficient Values)

Term Strongest Positive Coefficient P Value Term Strongest Negative Coefficient P Value

770 1.6358 (*) 0.0309 stephenson ryan -1.8512 (*) 0.0142

labourdefra 1.5709 (*) 0.0388 spursofficial -1.6261 (**) 0.0029

ldnairamb 1.127 (*) 0.0323 davidmundelldct -1.571 (*) 0.0398

0141 1.086 (***) <.0001 standardnews -1.4686 (**) 0.0060

asb 1.0587 (**) 0.0019 socialmobilityf -1.2305 (*) 0.0245

#blipfoto” 1.0505 (***) <.0001 mariacaulfield -1.1456 (*) 0.0338

scotgovfm 1.0379 (*) 0.0161 natures voice -1.118 (*) 0.0364

cheerfulpodcast 0.95 (**) 0.0064 #morebetterfaster -1.1137 (***) <.0001

smmt 0.9198 (*) 0.0395 marksandspencer -1.0969 (*) 0.0487

mirfield 0.8796 (***) <.0001 #attemptedrapesentancing” -1.0688 (***) <.0001

#kirkcaldy 0.8763 (***) <.0001 #lichfield -1.0594 (***) <.0001

laboursj 0.852 (*) 0.0284 ashleyfoxmep -1.0556 (*) 0.0473

#commonmarket2.0 0.8457 (***) <.0001 #walsall -1.0407 (***) <.0001

first-come 0.8439 (***) <.0001 oversaw -0.9783 (*) 0.0355

fleetwood 0.837 (***) <.0001 #stevenage -0.9764 (***) <.0001

#highlands 0.8308 (**) 0.0002 #corby -0.9701 (***) <.0001

#largs 0.8192 (***) <.0001 tatton -0.9446 (***) <.0001

#eprbill 0.8044 (**) 0.0005 maynard -0.942 (***) <.0001

kateosamor 0.8013 (***) <.0001 shoreham -0.9377 (***) <.0001

lothian 0.7907 (***) <.0001 #backboris -0.9361 (***) <.0001

5.3. Results of Linear Regression of Terms

Linear regression was performed using the bag of words tweet data (Tables 2–8). The coefficients presented

here represent the BQ of an MP as predicted by terms within that MP’s tweets. Positive coefficients predict

the author of the tweet favours remaining in the EU; negative coefficients predict the author favours leaving

the EU. The p-values of 0.05 or less, 0.01 or less, and 0.0001 or less used to test the significance of the results475

are indicate with (*), (**), and (***), respectively

Strongest Positive and Negative Coefficients Across All Terms. The strongest positive and strongest negative

coefficients found for all 13,247 terms are displayed in Table 2. A positive coefficient predicts the author of the

tweet opposed Brexit. A negative coefficient predicts the author of the tweet supported Brexit. As the results

for TF-IDF, the names of people and places that are unrelated to Brexit feature prominently. These terms only480

represent personal or constituent issues of MPs occupying the most extreme ends of the BQ spectrum.

Terms Containing “Brexit”. Terms that contain ”Brexit” are displayed in Table 3. As to be expected, terms

critical of Brexit predict a high BQ while terms that support Brexit indicate a low BQ. Consider that while

the negative coefficient ”#brexitcrisis” and the positive coefficient ”#brexitchaos” describe the same idea, they

frame the situation differently with ”crisis” implying a situation being managed but ”chaos” implying the485

situation is out of control (c.f. ”personal” and ”private” accounts in [12, p. 14]). It is notable that ”#brexit”

has a positive coefficient, indicating those who favoured remaining in the EU tweeted using the term ”#brexit”

more often, but this effect is slight.

Political Positions, Names of Parties, and Leader’s Names Terms. A significant number of terms with a high

BQ contain the word ”labour” (see Table 5). This indicates tweets containing the word ”labour” are more likely490

to be authored by MPs who favour remaining in the EU. The one exception is the term ”labour-run”, which has

a negative coefficient indicating that it was more likely to have been tweeted by those who favour leaving the EU.

Like the distinction between #brexitchaos and #brexitcrisis noted above, the difference between ”labour-run”
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Table 3: Estimation of Impact of ”Brexit” Terms on BQ

Term Coefficient P Value

”brexit 0.4439 (*) 0.0222

#stopbrexit 0.4361 (***) <.0001

#exitfrombrexit 0.4123 (***) <.0001

#brexitshambles 0.402 (***) <.0001

#bollockstobrexit 0.3145 (*) 0.0473

#brexit 0.0387 (*) 0.0122

post-brexit -0.1407 (*) 0.0245

#brexitcrisis -0.472 (*) 0.0352

#backthebrexitdeal -0.5257 (***) <.0001

Table 4: Estimation of Impact of Party Leaders’ Names Terms on BQ

Term Coefficient P Value

jeremycorbyn 0.2165 (*) 0.0201

theresa 0.1663 (***) <.0001

corbyn -0.2061 (***) <.0001

corbyn’s -0.2744 (***) <.0001

corbyn’s -0.5313 (***) <.0001

#corbyn -0.7102 (***) <.0001

Table 5: Comparison of Regression Results for ”Labour”, ”Conservative”, and ”Tory” Terms

Term Coefficient P Value Term Coefficient P Value Term Coefficient P Value

labourdefra 1.5709 (*) 0.0388 tory 0.2735 (***) <.0001 conservatives -0.2804 (***) <.0001

laboursj 0.852 (*) 0.0284 #tory 0.2655 (**) 0.0006 conservative -0.3609 (***) <.0001

#labourdoorstep 0.5525 (***) <.0001 #torycanvass -0.6478 (***) <.0001 #conservatives -0.522 (***) <.0001

#votelabour2may 0.4464 (**) 0.0057 #conservative -0.5579 (***) <.0001

#votelabour 0.4277 (***) <.0001 #voteconservative -0.5372 (***) <.0001

labourlist 0.4157 (*) 0.0158

labour-led 0.4012 (*) 0.0334

uklabour 0.386 (***) <.0001

labour’s 0.2745 (***) <.0001

labour’s 0.2332 (***) <.0001

labour 0.1656 (***) <.0001

labour-run -0.5383 (**) 0.0040
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and ”labour-led” is subtle, with the latter implying a sense of leadership. Usage of the terms ”conservative”

and ”tory” predict a low BQ and high BQ, respectively. This indicates that those who favour leaving the EU495

prefer the term ”conservative” and those who favour remaining used the term ”tory”.

The coefficients in Table 4 show that ”corbyn” was more likely used by those who favoured leaving the EU

than those who favoured remaining in the EU, despite the fact Jeremy Corbyn was the leader of the opposition

during the period studied,. In contrast, ”theresa” (the then UK PM) was more likely used by those who favoured

remaining in the EU. This suggests that MPs tweet more about the leaders of their opposition than they do of500

the leader of their own party. An exception to this is the term ”jeremycorbyn” which has a positive coefficient.

One possible explanation is that ”jeremycorbyn” in the contracted form is Jeremy Corbyn’s twitter handle,

which was used by members of his own party while the opposition referred to him only by his surname. One

would expect a similar pattern of behaviour with Theresa May’s surname but ”may” is a common English term

beyond politics.505

The terms “feminist” and “racist” are likely to be used by MPs favouring remaining in the EU, while the

terms ”terrorist” and ”marxist” are favoured by those who wish to leave the EU. These results are shown in

Table 6.

Terms Relating to Europe. Table 7 shows terms containing “eu”. High BQ is indicated by mention of European

elections and Eurovision, which indicates that European affairs, both cultural and political, are of more interest510

to those who favour remaining in the EU. High BQ is also indicated by the use of “european”, in contrast to

the low BQ of the terms “eu” and ”eurozone”. In other words, those who favour leaving see Brexit as “leaving

the EU”, while those who favour remaining view Brexit as “leaving Europe”. This is another subtle division

in language with the former suggesting leaving a political and economic entity while the latter suggests leaving

the cultural society of Europe.515

Marcussen et al. [51] study into German, French, and British politics, included an analysis of perceptions

of European and national identity where they found that the view of Europe as an external entity is more

typical of British parties than French and German parties. These authors highlighted that many members of

the British political spectrum consider Britain to be part of the EU, but does not possess a European identity18.

They surmise this point with Winston Churchill’s addage “We are with Europe but not of it.”520

The results of our research show that for those who favour remaining in the EU a sense of Europeanness

has been incorporated into their political identity. This suggests that there is a cultural divide in addition

to the political divisions of Brexit. This cultural identity within Remain politicians either has emerged since

Marcussen et al.’s study, perhaps as a reaction to Brexit, or was always present but only apparent with the

increased discussion of Europe due to Brexit.525

Other Political Terms. Table 8 shows several other terms that presented interesting results but did not fit into

any of the categories presented above. Terms relating to environmentalism, privatisation, justice, and equality

predict a positive BQ and hence a pro-remain stance. In contrast, terms relating to taxes and freedom predict

a negative BQ and hence a pro-leave stance.

18The authors conclude that the British national identity is so separated from the notion of European identity that even Britain’s

adoption of the euro “in the next century” will not integrate a sense of Europeanness into British politics [51, p. 627].
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Table 6: Estimation of Impact of Terms Ending in ”ist” on BQ

Term Coefficient P Value

feminist 0.7219 (***) <.0001

anti-racist 0.5075 (**) 0.0093

labourlist 0.4157 (*) 0.0158

nationalist 0.3625 (**) 0.0050

artist 0.271 (*) 0.0404

racist 0.2234 (**) 0.0012

assist -0.2826 (**) 0.0026

terrorist -0.2932 (***) <.0001

marxist -0.6006 (**) 0.0006

Table 7: Estimation of Impact of ”EU” Terms on BQ

Term Coefficient P Value

#eurovision2019 0.6631 (**) 0.0005

#europeanelections 0.4293 (**) 0.0008

#euelection2019 0.419 (**) 0.0002

http://leave.eu 0.4157 (*) 0.0408

#europeanelection2019 0.3165 (*) 0.0127

#euroelections2019 0.3015 (*) 0.0289

#euelections2019 0.2746 (***) <.0001

#eurovision 0.2227 (**) 0.0057

#europeanelections2019 0.1874 (*) 0.0244

european 0.05 (*) 0.0300

eu -0.0819 (***) <.0001

eu’s -0.2308 (*) 0.0179

eurosceptic -0.4742 (*) 0.0207

eu’s -0.4837 (**) 0.0009

eurozone -0.5111 (**) 0.0037

#eurovision2018 -0.6222 (**) 0.0002
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Table 8: Estimation of Impact of Other Political Terms

Term Coefficient P Value

#climatecrisis 0.4873 (**) 0.0004

#equality 0.4559 (*) 0.0200

privatised 0.3512 (**) 0.0025

#climateemergency 0.3477 (***) <.0001

#hostileenvironment 0.2827 (*) 0.0157

inequality 0.2774 (***) <.0001

injustice 0.2344 (**) 0.0016

privatisation 0.2063 (**) 0.0002

equality 0.1915 (**) 0.0002

climate 0.183 (***) <.0001

justice 0.1174 (***) <.0001

environmental 0.0933 (*) 0.0379

private 0.0791 (*) 0.0123

freedom -0.0925 (*) 0.0155

tax -0.1019 (***) <.0001

taxpayer -0.2632 (**) 0.0023

taxes -0.2821 (***) <.0001

6. Conclusion530

This paper aimed to identify patterns that can determine whether a body of tweets can be positioned in

terms of their user’s views on Brexit. To do this, we collected tweets from MP’s accounts and identified language-

related patterns that distinguish their user’s views on issues related to Brexit. We developed a scale to measure

an MP’s stance towards Brexit, the Brexit Quotient (BQ), based on their voting record. We first evaluate BQ

as a measure. Second, we evaluate and summarize the results of the lexical analysis. As this research relied535

on the development of an accurate measure that could quantify an MP’s political stance on Brexit, BQ was

an instrumental component of this research. The average BQ of political parties reflects their stated position

towards Brexit, and MPs who are known to be supporters or critics of Brexit have BQ ratings which reflect

their stance.

In addition, the ratio of negative to positive BQs (50.75% to 49.25%) indicates that BQ is very evenly540

distributed across those for and against remaining in the EU, and also illustrative of the political gridlock

on this issue. However, BQ’s weakness lies in its representation of the middle ground. As most observations

occupy either end of the BQ spectrum, it analyses anything other than MPs ”strongly against” and ”strongly

for” difficult. It could be said that BQ more accurately reflects a measure of opposition to Government than

the opposition of Brexit, like those in opposition will vote contrary to any bill presented by the Government,545

and the distribution of BQ within the Government is more to do with the policy of the Government’s whip than

the individual beliefs of MPs.

Future developments of this research will focus on developing a new scale with an increased granularity to

capture the nuance of the political middle. A wider selection of votes could be selected, although choices must
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be made very carefully to avoid cherry-picking in a way that alters the results. Alternatively, the results of this550

research could be built upon to create a list of Brexit related terms that could be analysed if they were found

within tweets of non-MPs (such as journalists or activists).

Within TF-IDF results, BQ’s uneven distribution was also apparent. It was discovered that local place

names in low BQ documents had higher TF-IDF scores. While possible that low-BQ MPs tweet more about

their local area (i.e. their constituency), it is more likely the case that as there were fewer MPs in low-BQ555

bins that a unique word (such as a local place name) had more significance and, therefore, a higher TF-IDF

value in low-BQ bins than high-BQ bins. Improving the BQ metric would alleviate this issue, however, another

improvement in research would be to group BQ bins by the same number of MPs, rather than a set range of BQ.

Within MPs’ tweets, proper nouns in the form of local place names were a common feature. Research by Hong

and Nadler [2] suggests that MPs use media as a form of “constituency service”, where we would expect local560

place names to be common. However, this has little to do with Brexit and is more a factor of MPs behaviour

in general. Non-English terms within high-BQ documents, the Welsh and Scottish national parties’ political

stance, the individual words themselves are likewise just language and not related to Brexit. These uncommon

words are incidentally used only by those with a specific political stance and we believe it would be useful for

future research to find a method of removing these uncommon words (proper nouns and non-English words)565

from the analysis, potentially by adopting a closed-vocabulary approach.

The lexical analysis reveals consistent results amongst unigrams, hashtag unigrams, and bigrams: the sig-

nificance of local names, non-English words, and hashtags. Local names and non-English words are discussed

above, and hashtags significance within our results are expected because hashtags are terms used by authors to

categorise their tweet (specifically to make their tweet easier to search for). Outside of these results, we note570

the following significant findings:

• Remain MPs (high BQ) are more likely to use the term “Europe” whereas Leave MPs (low BQ) are more

likely to use the term “EU”.

• The most meaningful terms in MPs’ tweets relate to local place names.

• MPs with high BQ tweet more frequently than MPs with low BQs.575

• Terms that inherently support Brexit predict a low BQ while critical Brexit or Brexit deal support a high

BQ.

• The term “tory” is the favoured term by those with a high BQ while the term “conservative” is favoured

by those with a low BQ.

• The terms “feminist” and “misogynistic” are more likely to be used by an MP who favours remaining in580

the EU.

• Terms relating to justice, equality, and the environment are more likely to be used by those who favour

remaining in the EU, while terms relating to freedom and taxation are more likely to be used by those

who favour leaving the EU.

This paper’s methodology may be extended to identify the political stances of other twitter users, allowing585

for political campaigning or personalized advertising. Future research can be conducted with improvements in

design that could refine upon the results we have presented here.
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7. Appendix

Figure 18: Unigrams Ordered by TF-IDF
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Figure 19: Unigrams (Hashtags) Ordered by TF-IDF

Figure 20: Bigrams Ordered by TF-IDF
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